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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose an unsupervised information extraction system called Bottom-up Wrapper (BUW) for automatic extracting the data regions from the semi-structured web pages such as search result pages, product catalog pages, etc. Although, data records in a semi-structured web page are generated from backend databases and encoded into the HTML with fixed templates from server-side scripts, but these data records are represented without the structural information. Moreover, the complexity of the website is increasing, that make it difficult to automatically identify the correct data region and extract the relevant data records. While, many existing techniques use a top-down approach that starts to identify the data regions before the data records and data items. In another way, we figured out the stated problem in a bottom-up way that starts to analyze the repetitive patterns of data items, which can be used for identifying the relevant data records and data regions. This technique is completely unsupervised and maintenance-free wrapper. For performance evaluation purpose, it is empirically tested on the real world websites. Consequently, it provides the outstanding result that the proposed technique is robust and in many cases outperforms existing wrappers such as RSP and SDE (based on DEPTA).

บทคัดย่อ

บทความนี้ผู้วิจัยได้นำเสนอระบบการสกัดข้อมูลแบบไร้ผู้สอน ที่เรียกว่า Bottom-up Wrapper (BUW) สู่การใช้ในข้อมูลที่มีโครงสร้างไม่ชัดเจน ซึ่งมีข้อมูลที่ถูกเก็บในระบบฐานข้อมูล เพื่อช่วยให้สามารถสกัดข้อมูลที่มีโครงสร้างที่มีความซับซ้อนจากหน้าเว็บของเว็บไซต์ต่างๆ ได้อย่างมีประสิทธิภาพ โดยการใช้เทคนิคการสกัดข้อมูลแบบล่างขึ้นบน ซึ่งทำให้สามารถสกัดข้อมูลที่มีโครงสร้างที่ซับซ้อนได้อย่างมีประสิทธิภาพและมีประสิทธิภาพมากกว่าการใช้เทคนิคการสกัดข้อมูลแบบอื่นๆ ที่มีการตั้งค่าต่อไปนี้ให้ได้ผลลัพธ์ที่ดีที่สุด
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Introduction

There is a huge amount of useful information on the World Wide Web. According to the survey of the et al. [1], they detected more than 300,000 database websites, and these database websites contain the massive and valuable information; for example, www. Amazon.com contains several millions of books and other products, or www.Imdb.com contains more than seven millions of data records of entertainment entities as well. Generally, these web sites have provided the query interfaces for giving users instant search for their data that the search result pages are dynamically generated for each user’s submitted query. However, the result pages are semi-structured documents, which are only designed for human readability. Therefore, the data records in the result pages are represented without the structural information that it is not appropriate for information processing.

Normally, there are two types of search result pages. The result page that describes a single object is called as detail-page, and the page that contains a list of data records is called as list-page. In this paper, we focus on the list-page. Figure 1 shows the example of the list-page from Amazon.com that it contains a list of data records in the main data region. Normally, a web page is written in an HTML, which can be transformed into the DOM tree structure; for example, Figure 2(a) shows the DOM tree of the web page of Figure 1. From a layout point of view, this group of data records is formatted with the same template. Thence, it is possible to identify the data records in the list-page by analyzing these repetitive patterns. Technically, it is practical to write a specific program, called wrapper for extracting information, and producing structured data records from the web pages of a particular website; for example, the extracted data
records that are shown in Figure 2(b). However, each website has an own design template; as the result, if a large number of websites are needed to be extracted, the many specific wrappers must be written for extracting all of them.

The list-page is usually represented in the complex hierarchical structure. The data region in the list-page is the region that contains a list of data record, and these data records are formatted using the same template. However, the data records can be represented in various styles and formatted with different HTML tags such as tables (<table>, <tr>, <td>), list items (<ol>, <ul>, <li>), block (<p>, <div>, <dd>, <dt>), etc. In addition, the list-page usually contains other extraneous regions such as a company logo, header pane, footer pane, navigational pane, advertisement boxes and so on. The task of automatic identifying data region is a complicated problem, because the list-pages can be displayed in various layout styles. For examples, Figure 3 shows the four layout styles of list-pages: (a) a simple list-page that data records are in one table with one record per row, (b) a list-page that data records are in a list of tables with one table for one record, (c) a list-page that data records are in table(s) with three records per row, and (d) a list page that contains multiple groups of data records with different templates.

From the surveys [2, 3], many existing techniques preview use a top-down approach that starts to identify the data regions before the data records and data items. In another way, our previous work RSP (Repetitive Subject Pattern) [4, 5] figured out the stated problem on bottom-up way. The RSP algorithm is based on the assumptions that each data record in the list-page must have unique subject item, which is the leaf node of the DOM tree. Instead of mining data regions, the algorithm uses the repetitive pattern of the subject item to identify the data records directly by traversing the tree in bottom-up style. However, the quality of the generated wrapper depends on the performance of the subject finder algorithm that it may return the wrong subject when the input document is out of its conditions. We refer the interested reader to [5] for a detail of RSP algorithm.

This paper proposes the novel technique called BUW (Bottom-up Wrapper) to perform automatic data extraction from a list page by adapting a bottom-up approach from RSP algorithm [5]. Instead of only using repetitive pattern of the subject items, the proposed algorithm uses the repetitive pattern of all data items for identifying data records, and using the pattern of data records for identifying the relevant data regions. As the result, the proposed method is a completely unsupervised system and does not require the subject finder algorithm. Given only one input page, it can automatically extract the data records from all data regions, and identify the relevant data region as well.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related work, and Section 3 presents the proposed algorithm (BUW); we provide the experimental results with various data sets in Section 4 and
conclude the paper in Section 5 with some future directions of our work.

Related Work

From the survey in [2], the information extraction techniques have been categorized into four categories: manual, supervised, unsupervised and semi-supervised. Firstly, the manual approaches such as WebOQL [6] and XWRAP [7] that users need to program a wrapper or write the extraction rules for extracting data from each website by hand. Secondly, the supervised approaches such as NoDoSE[8] and Amilcare[9] use machine learning techniques to generate a wrapper that users need to create labeled training data of some sample pages for each website. Thirdly, the semi-supervised approach such as Grubber [10] and OLERA [11] can generate wrappers from unlabeled pages, but they need some interaction or decision from the users to train the extraction rules. The last category is the unsupervised approaches [5, 12–16] that can automatically generate wrappers for an unseen web site. Because the manual, supervised and semi-supervised systems require the considerable inputs from human, the applicability and the capability of these systems are comparatively better than the unsupervised system. However, the extensibility of the unsupervised system is better than other categories. As well as, the proposed method is developed to be the unsupervised.

Many existing unsupervised information extraction systems for semi-structured web pages [12–17] had been designed using top-down approaches for their data extraction tasks. The common top-down approach algorithms are: (1) identifying data regions or data sections, (2) extracting the data records from the identified data regions, and (3) aligning data items of the extracted data records. As the result, the information extraction tasks have to analyze more and more for identifying the relevant data regions and ignoring the irrelevant regions. For examples, the well-known top-down systems, MDR [14] and DEPTA [15] identify the candidate regions, and extract all of the data records from all of candidate regions by comparing the similarity of each sub tree, and finding the repetitive patterns within the document by using the tree comparing algorithm. However, the normal tree comparing algorithm also runs in a time complexity of \(O(n_1 n_2)\) where \(n_1\) and \(n_2\) are the number of nodes in each tree. Furthermore, the size and complexity of the modern web pages are increasing, that can slow down the tree-comparing algorithm.

Proposed Method

This section presents the proposed method: BUW (Bottom-up Wrapper) that the input is a list-page, which contains a list of data records; for example, the list-pages in Figure 1 and Figure 3. Technically, the contents, structures and styles of an
HTML document can be represented by the Document Object Model (DOM), which is defined by W3C. Formally, each HTML element in a document can be defined as:

\[
\text{Node} = \{\text{tag}, \text{parent}, \text{root}, \text{value}, \text{attribute}, \text{children}\},
\]

where `tag` is a name of the HTML tag, `parent` is the parent node, `root` is the root node, `value` is a text of this node, `attribute` is a set of attributes, and `children` is a list of child nodes.

Therefore, DOM presents a document as a hierarchy of Node objects, which is called DOM tree. An HTML document considered a tree with `<html>` element acting as the root node and elements with no nested tags corresponding as the leaf nodes. Normally, the list-page can contain single or multiple data regions. Each data region contains groups of data records called data section, each data section contains a list of data records, and each data record contains a number of data items. Figure 2(b) represents the structure of the page as DOM tree that data regions, data section, data records and data items are assembled in the certain levels of the trees. We defined the data items as the leaf nodes of the trees; the data records are sub trees that contain the group of associated data items. The data section is the sub tree that contains a group of associated data records. The data region is sub tree that contains data sections. In case of a single data section document, the data section and data region can be the same node. Normally, if the data records of the same group (section or region) were generated by the same template, then they should have similar structure.

Because every data record contains a group of data items that data records of the same group must have a similar pattern of data items. As the result, instead of starting by mining data region, the first step of the propose system is finding all data item nodes. Next, the bottom-up approach will be used for identifying the data records and data regions respectively. Figure 4 shows the main algorithm of the proposed system, which consists of five steps: (1) finding data items, (2) finding candidate data records, (3) identifying data records, (4) finding candidate data regions and (5) identifying the relevant data region.

**Step 1: Finding data items**

Figure 5 shows the algorithm for finding data items. There are three types of data item: (1) single value data items, (2) multiple value data items, and (3) optional value data items. Figure 6 shows the typical data records, which consist of a group of data items and some static texts. We mentioned that only the single value data items and static texts that exactly have the repetitive pattern.

Therefore, this step aims to identify the list of single value data items and static texts. As the result, Figure 7 shows the result of finding data items in the DOM tree of the web page in Figure 6. We can see that all leaf nodes are grouped by their tree paths. Next, the groups, which have less than three members, will be removed.

**Step 2: Finding candidate data records**

In this step, the nodes that should be data records will be identified. This technique
is based on the concept of the RSP (Repetitive Subject Pattern) [5] that each data item must belong to only one data record. We can find a data record of each data item by count a number of the data item nodes that have the same path in each level. Figure 8 shows counting of data items that have a tree path $t_i (html/body/div/div/span(0))$. In this case, the nodes $<div>$ whose one data item and its parent have three data items can be determined as a candidate data record. The algorithm of finding candidate data records is shown in Figure 8.

**Step 3: Identifying data records**

The set of candidate data records from Step 2 may include some irrelevant members. Then, this step aims to identify only the relevant data records, and the algorithm is shown in Figure 10. We have known that data record is a group of associated data items. Therefore, the data record node must contain at least two data item nodes otherwise it is not data record. After, all data record groups are collected; the small groups that have members less than three must be eliminated. Moreover, data records of the same parent node must belong to the same data record group. Therefore, if there are multiple groups that belong to the same parent node, the small group must be eliminated too.

**Step 4: Finding candidate data regions**

The algorithm of finding candidate data regions is shown in Figure 11. In this step, the identified data record groups of Step 3 will be classified into two types: (1) data section and (2) data region. We defined that the data section is a first level group of records; therefore, the nodes, which are the parent of two or more data records, can be determined as data sections. Otherwise, the first node, which is the parent of all records in the group, can be determined as data region. With this concept, each data record group must belong to only one data region, but it may have many data sections. However, if one data section contains all data records, then data region and data section must be the same node. For example, in Figure 3(a), the data region and the data section are the same node.

**Step 5: Identifying the relevant data region**

From step 4, the set of candidate data regions usually contains some extraneous regions such as navigational panels or advertisements. In this step, all data regions must be scored, and a relevant data region is the region, which has a maximum score. This algorithm based on the hypothesis that the relevant data region is the largest region. Our method for computing the score of each candidate data region consists of the following steps:

1. Let $rg$ be a candidate data region.
2. Let $rnum(rg)$ be a number of data records in $rg$.
3. Let $tp(rec)$ be a set of tree paths, which belong to data record $rec$.
4. Let $tnum(rg)$ be a number of tree paths, which belong to all data records in $rg$.
5. $score(rg) = rnum(rg) \times tnum(rg)$
After the score is computed, the small candidate regions that have the value of \( rnum \) less than \( \mu \) will be removed. (In the experiment, we had adjusted the value of \( \mu \) as 3 for the best result.) Then, we assign the data region with the highest score as the relevant data region. However, all validated data regions are also returned by the system. Therefore, the users can select data records from other data regions, which match their needs.

Evaluation and Results

For the experimental evaluations, the datasets that used to test our system are the list-pages that were recently collected from the 115 well-known websites in years 2013 and 2014 such as Google, Yahoo, Bing, YouTube, Amazon, Ebay, Imdb, IeeeXplore, SpringerLink, ScienceDirect, and so on. These datasets were taken from two sources: 100 websites were taken from RSP dataset [5], and 15 websites were collected by our web loader component. There are ten web pages for each web site. In summary, the dataset consists of 1150 web pages. These websites were selected by distribution in several domains (e.g., general search engines, news sites, shopping sites, etc.), and three languages (English, Chinese and Thai). Moreover, all datasets and live demos of our system also are publicly available at http://buw.devtrainer.net/. Furthermore, the web pages in the dataset were classified by their structures into these following groups:

Group (A): This group consists of a set of list-pages that their data records are in one table, which has one record per row. See also Figure 3(a).

Group (B): This group consists of a set of list-pages that their data records are in a list of tables or blocks (<div>, <li>) that one table or block contains one record. See also Figure 3(b).

Group (C): This group consists of a set of list-pages that their data records are in table(s), which has more than each row contains multiple records. See also Figure 3(c) and Figure 3(d).

Efficiency of identifying the relevant data region

To further measure the reliability of the proposed method, we compare the accuracy of identifying the relevant data region task of the proposed method (BUW) and RSP [5]. However, RSP returns only one data region, but BUW returns a sorted list of data regions. The accuracy is an average of the percent of the correct data region, which are extracted from each input page. Table 1 shows the efficiency of the identifying the relevant data region task. In Table 1, the testing sites were grouped by their page structures. Experimental results show that the identifying the relevant data region task of BUW could achieve very high accuracy and performs better than RSP [5] in all groups.

Efficiency of extracting the relevant data records

The purpose of this test is to evaluate the efficiency of extracting data records task. We compared the proposed system (BUW) with RSP [5] and SDE [18]. Note that, SDE is open-source software that was
implemented based on Partial Tree Alignment (DEPTA) [15], which is the well-known top-down wrapper. The measurement of the efficiency of data records extraction task is accuracy. The accuracy is an average of the percent of the correct data records, which are extracted from each input page. However, the results of RSP, BUW, and SDE are dissimilar. RSP returns only data records from only one relevant data region, but BUW and SDE return groups of data records from multiple data regions. Therefore, for calculating the accuracy of BUW and SDE, only the extracted data records of the main data region were selected. Table 2 and Table 3 present the experimental result of extracting data records by these three systems. However, the RSP can perform on two modes: RSP_auto is an automatic mode that all subject items were generated by the system, and RSP_semi is a semi-automatic mode that some subject items were adjusted for the best results. As the results of Table 2, BUW has more than 90% accuracy for all groups, and BUW outperforms SDE in all terms. From 115 web sites, Figure 12 shows that there are 83 websites that BUW has 100% accuracy, and there are only 17 websites that the BUW’s accuracies are below that 90%.

In Table 2 and Table 3, we can see that RSP_semi performs very high accuracy in all cases because RSP_semi is semi-supervised wrapper and it can be adjusted for the best result. However, BUW, RSP_auto and SDE are fully unsupervised wrappers, which cannot be adjusted when they return the irrelevant results. Finally, for comparing with RSP_auto and SDE, the experimental results show that BUW outperforms RSP_auto and SDE.

**Conclusions and future work**

In this paper, we presented an information extraction (IE) system called BUW (Bottom-up Wrapper) that uses a bottom-up approach for automatically extracting data records from a list-page. BUW is based on assumptions that the data records in the same group must have a set of items, which are generated by the same template, and the repetitive pattern of these items can be used for identifying and clustering data records.

BUW is a fully unsupervised information extractor. It can automatically extract data records from the unseen web page. The experimental results show that BUW has very high accuracy and outperforms SDE [18] and unsupervised mode of RSP [5]. The strength of our wrapper lies in the testing of Group(C), which the list of data records is shown in multiple columns (grid). For example, Figure 13 shows the example of the data records boundary detection result of BUW and SDE respectively. In this case, the structure of the first record is different from other records. But, the combine of second and third records is similar as the combine of fourth and fifth records. As the result, BUW returned the correct result, but SDE returned the incorrect result; it ignored the first record and identified the combine of second and third records as one
However, in this work, we focused only on an algorithm for extracting data records and identifying the relevant data regions; the data items of the extracted data records are not extracted, aligned and labeled. Nevertheless, the existing alignment techniques of DEPTA [15] and RSP [5] can be applied for processing the extracted data records. However, this also requires some user’s effort in the labeling process. In this respect, we have extended our work for automatic gathering meta-data in data items alignment process, and hope to report our findings soon.
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Figure 1 Example List-Page from Amazon.com

Figure 2 (a) The DOM tree of the page of Figure 1, (b) Extracted data records
Figure 3  Layouts of the web data records: (a) one table with five columns and one record per row, (b) list of tables with one table for one record, (c) tables with three records per row, (d) two groups of data records with different templates.

```java
procedure Wrap(dom) {
    T = findDataItems(dom);
    cr = findCandidateRecords(T);
    DG = identifyDataRecords(T, cr);
    RG = findCandidateRegions(DG);
    identifyMainDataRegion(RG);
}
```

Figure 4  Algorithm of the proposed system: Bottom-Up wrapper (BUW).

```java
function findDataItems(dom){
    let L = getAllLeafNodes(dom);
    let T = SetOfTreePath();
    let di = MapOfNodesSet();
    for each x in L{
        t = path(x);
        T <= t; // put t into T
        di[t] <= x; // put x into di[t]
    }
    for each t in T{
        if(countOf(di[t])<3){
            remove t from T;
        }
    }
    return T;
}
```

Figure 5  Algorithm of step 1: finding data items.
Figure 6 Type of Data Items.

Figure 7 Finding data items in the DOM tree of the web page in Figure 6.

Figure 8 Counting of data item nodes $di(t_1)$ in the DOM tree.
Figure 9 Algorithm of step 2: finding candidate data records.

```plaintext
1 // T is a set of leaf nodes.
2 function findCandidateRecords(T)
3     clear values in tcount;
4     foreach(t in T){
5         foreach(x in di[t]){  
6             bottomUpCount(t, x);
7         }
8     }
9     cr = MapOfSet();
10    foreach(t in T){
11        cr[t] = Set();
12        foreach(a in getNodesOfPath(t)){
13            if( tcount[t, a]=1
14                 AND tcount[t, a.parent]>1)
15                cr[t] <- a; // put into cr[t]
16        }
17    }
18    return cr;
19 }
20 }
21 procedure bottomUpCount(t, a){
22     tcount[t, a]++;
23     if(a.parent ! ROOT )
24        bottomUpCount(t, a.parent);
25 }
```

Figure 10 Algorithm of step 3: Identifying data records.

```plaintext
1 function identifyDataRecords(T, cr){
2     CR=Set(); // Set of Candidate Records
3     foreach(t in T){
4         foreach(rec in cr[t]){  
5             CR <- rec; // put into CR
6             tp[rec] <- t;
7         }
8     }
9     // DR is Set of Data Records
10    DR=Set();
11    foreach(rec in CR){
12        tx[rec] = getAllLeafNodes(rec);
13        cp = countOf(tp[rec]);
14        cx = countOf(tx[rec]);
15        if(cp>1 && cx>1)
16            DR <- rec; // put into DR
17     }
18     // DG is Map of Data Record Groups
19    DG=MapOfSet();
20    foreach(rec in DR){
21        t = path(rec);
22        dtp = tp[DG[t]];
23        if( dtp=NULL
24           OR IntersectOf(tp(rec), dtp)>1){
25             DG[t] <- rec;
26         }
27     }
28    return DG;
29 }
```
Figure 11 Algorithm of step 4: Finding candidate data regions.

Table 1 Experimental results of identifying the relevant data region compared with the RSP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure Groups</th>
<th>#Sites</th>
<th>#Pages</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BUW</td>
<td>RSP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group A</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>98.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group B</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>98.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group C</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Sites</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>98.32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Experimental results of extracting data records group by page structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure Groups</th>
<th>#Sites</th>
<th>#Pages</th>
<th>#Actual Records</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BUW</td>
<td>RSP</td>
<td>RSP semi</td>
<td>RSP auto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group A</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>7151</td>
<td>90.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group B</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>12803</td>
<td>96.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group C</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2334</td>
<td>99.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Sites</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>22288</td>
<td>94.43%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12 Evaluation results of extracting the relevant data records for all sites.
Table 3  Experimental results of extracting data records group by features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>#Web Sites</th>
<th>#Pages</th>
<th>#Actual Records</th>
<th>BUW</th>
<th>RSP&lt;sub&gt;semi&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>RSP&lt;sub&gt;auto&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>SDE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>18235</td>
<td>95.45%</td>
<td>98.86%</td>
<td>89.98%</td>
<td>58.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>2047</td>
<td>93.73%</td>
<td>99.10%</td>
<td>94.85%</td>
<td>65.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thai</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>90.54%</td>
<td>96.81%</td>
<td>85.95%</td>
<td>71.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domains</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>99.96%</td>
<td>96.66%</td>
<td>75.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>5175</td>
<td>94.80%</td>
<td>98.03%</td>
<td>86.25%</td>
<td>46.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1585</td>
<td>84.06%</td>
<td>91.76%</td>
<td>89.76%</td>
<td>62.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1610</td>
<td>96.36%</td>
<td>95.37%</td>
<td>85.37%</td>
<td>50.77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1228</td>
<td>88.99%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>60.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>3091</td>
<td>96.15%</td>
<td>99.92%</td>
<td>95.63%</td>
<td>66.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>3535</td>
<td>96.67%</td>
<td>99.67%</td>
<td>95.00%</td>
<td>66.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1708</td>
<td>97.42%</td>
<td>99.02%</td>
<td>71.93%</td>
<td>63.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blog</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>98.33%</td>
<td>98.33%</td>
<td>91.83%</td>
<td>42.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jobs</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td>83.64%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>83.27%</td>
<td>63.57%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13  Data records boundary detection result of BUW and DEPTA (SDE) from the website Ebay.com.